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LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR
By Ron Richards
Editor

Hello readers!
This will be my last issue as editor of the Journal.
Please support the incoming editor Sonja Erickson, Lead Auditor, University of Missouri System,
by providing information, ideas and feedback. The intent of the Journal is to bring you, the
reader, useful content that will facilitate your actions as college and university auditors. The best
way to ensure your needs are being met, is through feedback provided to ACUA staff, specifically
in this case to the Journal editor.
I trust that you all have now crawled out of the deep freeze that impacted most of the United
States during the first week of January. Born and raised in Montana, and now living in Georgia,
I can truly say that I have no desire to commute through below zero temperatures on any given
day!, let alone having to do it every day of the week! You have my sincere wish for warmer weeks
ahead.
Best of luck in all you do.

Thank you,
Ron Richards
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LETTER FROM
THE PRESIDENT
By
Sharon Kurek, CPA, CFE
President

Dear ACUA Friends and Colleagues,
I hope your 2018 has gotten off to a great start! It is hard to believe that we are almost
into February and the Midyear Conference is just around the corner.
I am honored to be part of an organization with core values of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrity
Open sharing of Information
Camaraderie
Respect
Commitment to Excellence
Innovation

So many volunteers dedicate their precious time to keep these values alive and move
ACUA forward! I want to highlight a few ways that ACUA’s volunteers have taken
action to address our goals in accordance with our core values.
Several of our committees have been collaborating to better equip members with higher
education specific content, with representation from Best Practices, Communications,
Professional Education as well as several board members. The task force is developing
and testing a process that includes the selection of content, cultivation and review of
material, dissemination through a multichannel communication strategy, and dynamic
response to continuing issues. This new tool will include background information, key
risks and controls, sample audit steps, common audit issues, and other information to
kick start members next audit on these topics. This endeavor will focus on content for
the ACUA resource library, risk dictionary, webinars, journal articles, Connect ACUA,
conference sessions, etc. Be on the lookout for the debut release of this new resource.
The External Relations sub-committee has been working with ACUA volunteers
to reach out to other organizations, such as the National Association of College and
University Business Officers (NACUBO), to advance internal auditing and position
ACUA to be a recognized resource to higher education leaders. Our goal is to advocate
for how internal audit organizations partner with higher education leaders to build
stronger governance systems that allow organizations to better achieve their goals and
objectives. The more people who understand our purpose – the greater success we can
all achieve.
One of many areas where ACUA provides relevant, high-quality information for
member’s use on campus is in the area of auditing a varsity athletics program, and
specifically its compliance with NCAA regulations. Understanding and meeting these
regulations are responsibilities unique to institutions of higher education, and this
undertaking carries significant compliance and reputational risk with high-profile
consequences. A volunteer taskforce assessed our options over the past year and based
on their recommendation, ACUA partnered with The Compliance Group, a nationallyrecognized intercollegiate athletics compliance agency, to update our comprehensive
NCAA Audit Guides for Divisions I and II. These NCAA Audit Guides can be found
within the “Audit Tools” section under the “Resources” tab on the ACUA website.
Please get involved, volunteer, and help us keep ACUA moving forward!
All the Best,
Sharon Kurek, CPA, CFE
ACUA President
Director of Internal Audit
Virginia Tech
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2018 Predictions for Higher Education
By Steven W. Hoffman, The Tax Translator, MT, CFP, EA

T

Today, higher education is undergoing major changes. It seems as if higher education is
constantly under attack from the public and legislators. Here are some predictions that will
help you cope with the future.
More mergers of smaller schools and more closures of universities
This is occurring around the US with the rate of closures growing every year. Smaller private
independent schools will become increasingly unable to remain financially viable. They have
already cut programs and had buyouts of faculty and staff. The inability of small colleges to
increase their revenue will result in triple the number of closures in the coming years, a new
Moody’s report estimates.
This could lead as many as 15 institutions a year to shut their
doors for good by 2018.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Steven W. Hoffman,
is a tax professional
with many years of
experience and
education and is
dedicated to providing education and
consulting on taxes to colleges,
universities and nonprofit
organizations. His experience includes
15 years with the IRS and subsequently
has held tax related positions with
multiple universities including, George
Washington University and The Ohio
State University. Steve is editor and
publisher of the Tax Update Newsletter
for Higher Education, has earned his
membership in the National Speakers.
Known as the The Tax Translator, he
makes tax law easily understood and
has been called ‘Tax with Personality’.

The 10-year average for college closures is five annually. So far
this year five public and thirty-three private independent
colleges/universities have closed. Moody’s cautions that even
as closures are predicted to rise, the number will remain less
than 1 percent of some 2,300 existing nonprofit colleges.
Meanwhile, the number of mergers is predicted to double,
reaching four to six a year, up from the 10-year average of two
to three a year.

It seems as if higher
education is constantly
under attack from the
public and legislators.

Public Outrage
The public will become even more concerned about the cost of higher education. Parents are
beginning to question the value of paying 50K a year for their child to get a 35K a year job
as a teacher. We are beginning to see there is price elasticity in higher education. A recent
study of California higher education revealed the public to be more concerned about the cost
of education than the quality of education.
Online Education will be increasingly globally.
Competition between online and traditional programs will intensify. It started with the
massive open online course (MOOC) and was feared that all education would be free. While
that fad did not work out the way it was proclaimed, it did increase the number of online
offerings by universities.
The market for micro credentials and boot camps will grow
Just as we are all now ‘sound bite’ listeners and viewers, the public is becoming more sensitive
to the length of time and the cost to obtain education. These one-year or less ‘credentials’ or a
certificate will intrude on degree programs offered.
Healthcare programs will continue to significantly outpace the market
in enrollment growth
Demographics are going to prove this true. More people are aging faster than any other age
group. Thus, micro-credentials in healthcare will become more popular.
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he American system of higher education is an anomaly. Its origins were humble at first
– a loose assortment of parochial 19th century liberal arts colleges that emerged to
become the dominant system in the world. Higher education in the US has learned
how to survive and thrive in a highly competitive market surpassing its European forbearers
in credibility.

Successful integration of new and existing technology will be key (big data).
Higher Education will need to enhance the role of data mining from the information they have in-house
already and view it as a tool to sustainability. This is a step to assist in future growth.

Reduction of tax benefits
Higher education is second only to Health Care in the total amount of assets held by all non-profit
organizations. This increases Internal Revenue Service (IRS) attention on higher education. The amount
of all tax benefits is approximately 3 B dollars and strangely enough, the cost of federal government
health care programs is, guess what? – 3 B dollars.
More Unfunded Compliance Costs
On the policy front, higher education officials continue to prepare for a greater level of accountability
around access and outcomes, with states and the federal government, as well as the general public,
demanding more transparency in data related to how graduates are faring out in the world. Campus
finance administrators will continue their intense examination of expenses by identifying and encouraging
others across campus to come up with more efficient ways of getting the job done. This transparency
comes with a price tag attached to it without a check to cover the costs of increasing compliance by
universities.
Don’t count on your endowment
On the revenue side of the budget fence, hopes are high for endowment and advancement income
increases in 2017 and beyond. This is purely speculative – gazing into the crystal ball of stock market
behavior is growth by chance and is dependent upon a global economy. In addition, the federal
government is proposing a tax on the largest endowments.
Stop Building
Be wary of the ‘buildings binge’. One university has added 600,000 square feet of space but still has the
same number of students on campus as they did ten years ago. Long-term debt in face of an uncertain
future is not a wise course to follow. Rising deferred maintenance on existing buildings will continue to
plague universities. Parking will continue to be problematic – 36% of facilities leaders say parking will
become a bigger problem next year
Spending more per student that is covered by tuition increases.
Craig Lindwarm, director of congressional and governmental affairs for the Association of Public and
Land-grant Universities (APLU), points out that over the last several years, public four-year schools have
spent more per student than is covered by tuition increases. Say folks, it does not take an accountant to
determine this is not the way to proceed. So, what is the answer in light of foreseeable funding cuts by
States who no longer value higher education in the same light as was done in the past?
More Grade Cards:
Accrediting agencies are under pressure to conduct more rigorous evaluations.
The Department of Education officially stripped the Accrediting Council for Independent Colleges and
Schools – the largest accrediting agency of for-profit colleges and universities – of its authority in
December 2017, handing down the final blow in a long controversy over the council’s ability to be an
effective watchdog for students and billions of taxpayer dollars.
Notably, also in December 2017, a group of Senators introduced a bill that would increase the federal role
in college accreditation by giving the Department of Education the authority to terminate or fine
accreditors that fail to do their jobs.
Accrediting agencies are being more aggressive, more schools are being placed on the watch list by the
agencies and some have had their accreditation revoked.
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Academic technology and network security are the top anticipated tech spending areas. (The rate of data
breaches doubled for higher education in the first half of 2017 over the entire year of 2016). Also, look
for a renewed push to overturn the law that prevents the release of student-level earnings outcomes—and
opposition by privacy advocates to any such effort.

Affordability:
It’s shaping up to be a good year for private universities, as they are projected to eclipse their public
counterparts in tuition revenue growth for the first time in more than a decade, Moody’s Investors Service
said in a report in December 2017.
“Sector-wide, tuition revenue growth is subdued for both publics and privates, but publics are under more
pressure because of a lot of affordability initiatives that have been implemented statewide, a decline in
international students and the rise of dual enrollment programs,” said Christopher Collins, assistant vice
president at Moody’s.

Law schools are in deep trouble
Fewer students are going to law school and fewer graduates are obtaining the jobs that they went to law
school to get. During the past decade, the number of law schools increased by 9 percent, to 204,
according to Moody’s, while the number of new students hit its lowest number since 1973, when there
were just 151 law schools
So, we have more law schools and fewer students are choosing law as a career.
Funding:
States might want to get out of the business of higher education, but most public institutions
still depend on taxpayer dollars.
Viewed by legislators as a necessary but not critical funding in comparison to other funding requests.
Higher education may have to carry more of the load with limited funds for distribution by the
legislature.
Nothing new here, except that state funding will continue to decrease. There will be a breaking point.
Universities can only go so far with the ‘do more with less’ mentality. There is little or no organized
lobbying effort for higher education. NACUBO cannot help with increasing funding from the States.
They have not done it and will not be able to do it without more broad based support assistance from
other sources – and that will not be the public, the parents, or the students. News articles describing the
presence of greed and fraud, huge buyouts, resulting in student protest show higher education in a less
than favorable light.
The cost of compliance will continue to increase.
The issue is important because universities and colleges have said that government regulation is among
the reasons their tuition continue to increase. Other news items indicate hiring of administrators exceeds
that of faculty – a direct result of increased compliance requirements.
One senator, Democrat Elizabeth Warren of Massachusetts, has called for a commitment that, in
exchange for relief from these rules, they will lower their prices accordingly. So, she’s saying, fewer rules
should equal lower prices in higher education. Interesting line of thought but not directly related to the
quality of education.
Higher discount rates in the future
On May 15, 2017, the National Association of Colleges and University Business Officers (NACUBO)
released its annual Tuition Discounting Study (TDS) for 2016. According to the study, the tuition
discount rate for private institutions of higher education surpassed all previous predictions, rising to an
estimated 49.1% for the 2016-17 academic year for first-time full-time students, increasing from a
previous high of 48% in the prior year.
Since 2009, the average tuition discount rate has increased not only for students of private institutions,
but for all first-time full-time students at a staggering rate of nearly 10% over the last eight years. The
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Jump on the International education bandwagon:
2018 is expected to be the year of transnational education (TNE), with 20 international branch campuses
currently being developed, adding to the global count of 249 campuses worldwide.

tuition discount rate is unlikely to fall in the future. As the average tuition discount rate continues to
grow, it means that net revenue also continues to fall, and that institutions as a result will face even
greater challenges of sustainability going forward.
States’ Interest in Outcomes-based Higher Education Funding Grows
A growing number of states have adopted or are seeking to enact outcomes-based funding (OBF) in
higher education, which is indicative of the fact that states are grappling with larger issues of funding for
higher education in general.

Outcomes based higher education funding: Is it fair? Concerns are that OBF might favor institutions that
are better resourced. Campuses with more financial resources are better able to help students succeed,
which means they are more likely to win under these funding models. This also means it is harder for
under-resourced campuses to win new money in OBF formulas. As a result, it is possible the rich colleges
get richer and poor get poorer.
Decline in the student pipeline to higher education
Nationwide, we are in the midst of a multi-year decline in the number of high school graduates, which
began in 2013. This year, however, will see the sharpest single-year decline in the approximately 10-year
downturn and is not expected to recover to 2011 levels until 2024.
In 2017 approximately 80,000 fewer high school students graduated, a decline of more than 2%. For
institutions who heavily rely on this population of approximately 3.4 million students, this decline will
be significant.
Turnover at the top (Community Colleges)
According to data from the League for Innovation in the Community College, the average tenure for a
community college president is alarmingly low - just 2.8 years. This figure should raise eyebrows across
the enterprise of US higher education because of what it represents. Community colleges, which educate
approximately 40% of our nation’s undergraduate students, are also the institutions most susceptible to
local and statewide politics given their funding and governance structures. The recycling of leaders at the
top of these institutions puts the future of many two-year colleges in jeopardy.
Talk to the ‘Boomers’
The baby boomer generation, which controls an estimated $30 trillion of wealth, began hitting the age
of 70.5 in the summer of 2016 - and each day; approximately 10,000 new boomers hit this milestone.
IRS rules mandate that individuals begin taking distributions from their retirement savings plans at the
age of 70.5
Because many of these distributions will come with a large tax bill, institutional advancement leaders
should seize this opportunity with programs and messages specifically targeting these situations.
Institutions would be wise to identify specific messages and campaigns to help donors meet their
philanthropic goals while also reducing their tax liabilities.
Tax for Higher Education will be different in 2018 and even more so in the future
Expect to see ‘some’ negative financial impact from the tax reform effort. Simply put, it is higher
education’s turn in the barrel. Congress will enact laws that will result in more tax being paid by
universities. Examples include removing the exemption for revenue from athletic sports, removing the
exemption for revenue received from royalties, a special excise tax on large foundations, removal of the
student FICA exemption from social security tax and others.
The tide has shifted from being an ardent supporter of higher education to one of questioning the value
of funding higher education.
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Twice as many states – four – as in the prior year adopted outcomes-based funding in higher education
during 2017, and a growing number of state legislatures made an effort to do so but were thwarted.

States will get on the tax train too
States will begin to tax the income earned in other states by College Coaches. This is already done at the
professional level of sports. Cincinnati started it for and the State of Ohio followed suit. With football
coaches salaries in the millions of dollars per year, and approximately half of the games of those games
played out of state, these would boost state revenue. What does this mean? More state reporting and
withholding by the payroll department.

The body of higher education is administration
The mind of higher education is the student
The spirit of higher education is academia
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Summary:
Look forward to these changes, adapt to the environment and be sustainable. Sounds easy, doesn’t it? The
higher education industry has faced many challenges in the past. Change has caused turmoil and created
frustrations, but higher education survived and grown. The face of higher education may change but it
has an intrinsic value that cannot be replaced.

As an ACUA Strategic Partner,
Audimation Services provides
exclusive beneﬁts for ACUA
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- Preferred pricing on IDEA
- Discounts on annual license
renewals
- Discounts on IDEA training
- Special Sessions at the ACUA
Midyear and Annual
Conference

www.audimation.com.

Erin Baker
Data Analytics Program Manager
University of Texas System Audit Oﬃce

Want to see IDEA in Action?
Call today to schedule a demo!

888.641.2800 | audimation.com

HR Self-Assessment: Setting the Example
INTRODUCTION
People make the world go ‘round, and auditors are people too! Audit departments should
represent the same diversity as our organizations and our community. But with diversity
comes the potential for increased conflict, misunderstandings, or down-right rude,
unprofessional, and inappropriate behavior. While we are tuned into human resources (HR)
issues within our organizations, often that is not enough to truly understand the workplace
culture or environment. We may create or ignore HR issues within our own audit departments,
whether it is purposeful or we are just blind to our own role amongst colleagues and peers.
As auditors, we are under the microscope. Other employees, department management, and
organizational executive leadership are watching us, and there is an expectation for us to
model the behaviors that we “preach” to the department heads and leadership teams who are
subject to our audits and reviews.
Self-Assessment
The self-assessment below is designed for audit departments to take a hard, honest look within
their organization as well as their own departments to determine if: a) the audits performed
include some component of an HR review; and b) the audit department models HR best
practices in its own processes, staffing, and work environment.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Rachel Snell is the Internal Audit
Director for the Coast Community
College District, a public, multi-college
district in Costa Mesa, CA. She offers
work experience in internal
investigations (retail), skip trace
collections (banking), District office
operations (US Congressman), and
various departments in City
government, prior to starting a career
in audit with State and Local
governments. Rachel is active in
professional organizations, serves as a
speaker at many events, and publishes
articles in audit-related publications.
She obtained her Master’s degree in
Public Administration from Arizona
State University, and she’s recognized
as a Certified Internal Auditor,
Certified Fraud Examiner, Certified
in Risk Management Assurance, and
Certified Internal Controls Auditor.

A. Audits
1. Does your audit plan include HR audits organizationwide? This could include reviews related to background
checks, hiring practices, trends in types of grievances
(harassment, sexual harassment, discrimination, etc.),
trends in workplace injury, turnover, and other personnel
issues that potentially increase costs and litigation.

We may create or

2. Have you considered reviewing HR investigations by
type, cost, time to complete, and secondary strains on
departments while an investigation is pending?

is purposeful or we are

ignore HR issues
within our own audit
departments, whether it
just blind to our own

role amongst colleagues
3. During an audit, do you ask how well staff, faculty and
management get along with each other, and inquire
and peers.
about turnover, conflicts, strengths and weaknesses of
management and the department as whole? Does the
department have a negative reputation within the
organization, subject to higher than normal gossip or rumor? Are there personnel trends
within the department that could be a root cause of other issues identified within the
department’s operations?
Depending on the answers to these questions, the audit work may not take a deep enough dive
to identify root issues related to personnel. Combined, if a department has a lot of complaints,
a bad reputation, and/or a high level of turnover, these could be red flags warning of other
operational issues that have been overlooked for a long period of time.
B. Audit Department
1. What kind of manager or staff member are you? Do you mistreat your colleagues and
peers? Do you put people down in front of others or in private? Do you have high
turnover, a lot of grievances, or disgruntled employees? How often are you subject to
personnel-related lawsuits due to your behavior or the work environment? Have you ever
asked yourself, “what could I do differently?”
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By Rachel Snell

2. How do you allow managers to treat staff, and how do you allow staff to treat each other? Do you
encourage staff to “tattle” on each other? Do you have favorites, and if so, is it obvious to others? Do
you use the staff or managers to “gang up” on employees you do not like? Do you create an
environment of fear?
3. How do you handle performance issues or conflict in the workplace?
4. What traits do you look for in the hiring process? For example, do you look for diversity or do you
automatically “weed out” certain applicants?
5. Do some employees receive training and development, whereas others do not?

Depending on the answers to these questions, you could be creating or contributing to an unhealthy work
environment. An audit department with a high degree of turnover or disgruntled employees may not
have an opportunity to add value to the organization due to a loss of respect and credibility. Just like in
audits, negative symptoms could indicate red flags and instability within a department whose primary
mission is to help the organization identify red flags and improve organizational operations and processes.
Wrap Up
Audit work is somewhat easy to improve. If work is not being done, you simply start doing it. However,
individual behaviors are harder to change. Some individuals refuse to see that they are the problem;
others recognize the problem, but may not want to get involved or may not be empowered to get
involved. Most people in this situation typically leave a department or the organization altogether.
Audit departments are subject to the same personnel-related lawsuits and grievances as any other
department. As people, we are responsible for our own behaviors, especially in the workplace, but we need
an environment that does not create or support personnel at any level who exhibit negative, disruptive
behaviors.
It is important to the organization that Internal Audit reviews HR functions and processes. However, to
add to our credibility and increase our value, we must first take an honest look at ourselves. Setting a
good example is not just what any leader should do, it is what any person should do. It is imperative to
the reputation of the department and its staff to set the example, be the example, and model appropriate
behavior and practices.
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6. Are you threatened or intimidated by someone with more certifications or a higher education level
than you?

INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

INTERNAL AUDIT DEPARTMENT

START-UP GUIDE
The primary purpose of this guide is to serve as a reference
tool, one of many you will likely use as you establish an
audit function that best fits the needs and resources of your
organization. The information and examples have been
collected from very successful audit shops and truly
represent many of the best practices in higher education
internal audit. They may or may not fit your needs, but they
will all provide valuable guidance and ideas as you work to
establish your new audit department.
Contents of this guide include:
• Establishing the Authority of the Department with
sample charters and policies
• Getting the Department Operational, with concrete advice on risk assessments,
annual planning, quality assurance, fraud investigations, and marketing the new
department
• Reporting to all constituencies, including examples of reports used by ACUA members
• List of resources and key terms
• And so much more!

Please contact the ACUA Executive Office at acua-info@kellencompany.com, call
913.222.8663 or visit the ACUA Store on ACUA’s website www.acua.org for more
information.
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Tax Compliance
By Louis F. LiBrandi

The 403(b) plan can
be used by nonprofit
and governmental
organizations to help
employees save for
retirement.

Plan Requirements
Employers and plan sponsors of retirement plans have the responsibility to ensure that these
accounts are safeguarded. Additionally, they are responsible for continuous satisfaction of the
many and complex tax qualification requirements to provide favorable tax benefits to the plan
participants.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Louis F. LiBrandi is a Principal
of the Employee Benefit Services
Group of PKF O’Connor Davies,
LLP. He has more than 25 years of
experience with employee benefit
plans. Louis previously served as a
Director in the Compensation and
Benefits Advisory Services Practice at
a law firm, was a Senior Manager
at a Big Four accounting firm, and
gained valuable experience as a
Revenue Agent within the IRS
Employee Plans Division.
A recognized expert on matters
regarding the Form 5500, Louis
speaks annually about this and other
retirement plan topics.
Louis has attained Fellowship status
with the International Society
Certified Employee Benefit Specialists
and has earned the American
College’s Chartered Financial
Consultant designation. He has also
attained the TGPC designation from
ASPPA

Plan sponsor institutions, which include schools or organizations subject to the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA), are required to file on an annual basis an IRS Form
5500 for their respective employee benefit plans. If the eligible participants at the beginning
of the year are greater than 100, ERISA requires that an audit of the plan’s financial statements
be performed by an independent qualified public accountant and attached to the IRS Form
5500.
An audit of an employee benefit plan is meant to comply with generally accepted auditing
principles in the United States, as well as test the compliance with the rules of the DOL and
IRS encompassed in the plan document.
The tax requirements of maintaining a retirement plan are numerous and detailed. Specifically,
they involve two primary areas: the maintaining of a current plan document and ensuring
the plan is operating in accordance with the complex regulations.
Plan Documents
These are the documents that are needed to be timely adopted and preserved in the plan’s
record retention system. They should be periodically reviewed and, when required, timely
updated for changes that are needed to satisfy a modification made by statute, or when needed
for an employer discretionary amendment. Examples of an employer discretionary amendment
include: eliminating a restriction on the number of loans available under the plan, or adding
a discretionary non-elective contribution feature.
The plan document should identify all employers and affiliates who are participating in the
plan, as well as those record keepers who are supporting the plan assets.
Plan Operations
The employer is responsible for the day-to-day processing of the plan’s provisions — from
enrollment and eligibility through retirement and distributions. Frequently, the processes
involve more than one individual or department. Examples include: the segregation and timely
transmissions of employee contributions to the plan likely involve the payroll and finance
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tatistics from the first quarter ending in 2017 indicate
that there are over $26.1 trillion dollars in the U.S.
retirement system. This amount includes defined
contribution and benefit plans, IRAs, and governmental plans.
Of the $7.3 trillion attributable to defined contribution plans,
$932 billion is allocated to 403(b) programs. The 403(b) plan
can be used by nonprofit and governmental organizations to
help employees save for retirement. Certain 403(b) plans that
only allow for employee voluntary contributions and satisfy the
Department of Labor’s regulations regarding an employer’s
limited involvement with this type of retirement plan do not
have the administrative requirements associated with the
similar 401(k) plan.

departments; a hardship withdrawal authorization can be an HR function but the payroll department
would need to be notified to cease employee deferrals for six months.
Best practices for consistent processing of transactions is to create documentation that contains the work
steps and interactions of departments and personnel needed to implement, complete, and review the
transactions.

Compliance

Conclusion
In order to continue to provide favorable tax benefits with a 403(b) plan, an organization should seek the
advice of experts and advisors who are knowledgeable in this highly complex area. The annual audit of a
plan’s financial statements (if applicable) or a periodic review of the plan’s documents and operations
needs to be considered as part of the risk assessment process within your audit universe.
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Chi-Square Tests:
A Simple Test and Tool We Can All Use
By Chad Muhlestein

O

ne of the first operational audits I performed when I started auditing in higher
education was a review of the Grade Change Authorization process. Even though I
was at a fairly small sized school, there were almost 200,000 issued grades over the
five year audit period, with almost 5,000 grade changes!! I knew data analysis would be a key
success factor and a key challenge.
Traditional simple percentage analysis would give me some help in determining where to
concentrate my work, but I wondered if there might be a better way of identifying data “noise”
from significant data insights. Drawing on my Six Sigma training I decided to review my tools
and see if one of my data analysis tools could be helpful. I followed a simple logic flow to
decide upon a Chi Square test. The decision path included only a couple of questions.
1. Is my input data continuous or discrete? Discrete (continuous data can be segmented into
finer and finer measurements; discrete data is binary, meaning ‘yes’ or ‘no’, ‘1’ or ‘2’, ‘on’
or ‘off’).
2. Is my output data continuous? No, it is discrete.
3. Then the use of a Chi-Square Test may provide a relevant data analysis.

Graphically this can be shown as:

Is my “x”
input data
continuous?

Yes

No

Chad Muhlestein, is the leader of
Internal Audit at Delaware State
University; he also has
responsibilities for Enterprise Risk
Management and Advisory
Services. Chad received a Master of
Accountancy degree from Brigham
Young University with an emphasis
in Internal Audit. Prior to joining
Delaware State University, Chad
held many audit and internal
control roles at DuPont.

Yes

No

Is my “y”
output data
continuous?

Yes

Peform Simple
Linenar Regression

Peform a Logistic
Regression

Check for normality and then perform:
– t-Tests (compare means) or
– ANOVA (compare means) or
– Test for Equal Variances (compare variances)

No
Peform a ChiSquare test.
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Is my “y”
input data
continuous?

Chi-Square Tests:
If you are like me and see something like Figure 1
which is the Chi-squared test as illustrated on
Wikipedia, your eyes automatically gloss over and
you look for your statistical guide book. ChiSquare in simple terms is a proportions test that
compares individual proportions against the population proportion to highlight differences.
I wanted to identify academic programs that had a significantly different number of grade changes versus
all programs and all grade changes. With 45 academic programs, 198,480 grades and 4,649 changes, this
sounded pretty complicated……but really wasn’t using Chi-Square testing. One word of caution here:
you have to make sure you start with clean, scrubbed data.

simple terms is a
proportions test that
compares individual
proportions against
the population
proportion

There are many software packages available and free websites that have a Chi-Square utility; I use
Minitab® as it is fairly friendly and has a great discount for educational institutions. In order for Minitab
to recognize my data input, I had to adjust the format. The “Help” and Assistant” facilities were
satisfactory and aided me in the process.
As with any testing methodology, the tester has to understand some basic concepts about the test /
results, have an expectation for the outcome and know what questions they want to answer (a hypothesis).
As stated before, Chi-Square is a proportions test that compares individual proportions against the
population proportion to highlight differences. The test results (see Figure 2) will show you actual
numbers, expected numbers, Chi-Square contribution and P-Value.

to highlight
differences.

AGRI
# of
unchanged
grades

# of
changed
grades

1917

Actual number of grade changes

1990.9

Expected number of grade changes based on the entire population’s proportions

2.74636

Contribution to the Chi-Square score

112

Actual number of grade changes

38.1

Expected number of grade changes based on the entire population’s proportions

143.68215

Contribution to the Chi-Square score

Pearson Chi-Square = 183.805

P-Value = 0.000
Figure 2

I want to know two things: first, is the proportion of changes in each subset, e.g., “AGRI” significantly
different that the proportion of changes across all data (“ALL”); and second, if there are significant
differences, in which subsets do they occur?
Are there significant differences? Using the test summary in Figure 3, I can look at the “P-Value”
(highlighted in yellow) to show me how much I can rely upon my hypothesis. In this case, the “P-Value”
is less than 0.001, so I cannot rely on my hypothesis (there is no significant difference between subsets
and the total data); I accept the alternate hypothesis that there are subsets with statistically significant
differences from the total data. A good rule of thumb is a P=Value less than 0.005 indicates rejection of
the hypothesis.
Where do these differences occur? Chi-Square tests provide a Chi-Square score and by observing which
subsets contribute the most to the score I can identify subsets where I need to focus. In Figure 3, I look
at the Chi-Square contribution (highlighted in green) for the largest contributors. Three items jump out:
first, ~143 in AGRI (I expected ~38 changes in AGRI, and had 112); second, ~19 in ECON (I expected
~81 changes in ECON, but only had 41); and finally, ~15 in ACCT (I expected ~122 changes in ACCT,
but only had 78). These contributors all happen to be in the “# of grade changes” section but they can
occur in either. Now I know where to look and what to ask.
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Chi-Square in

# of
unchanged
grades

# of changed
grades

All

ACCT

AGRI

ART

ECON

ENGR

HIST

ALL

6425

1917

4542

4281

2981

624

20770

6381.0

1990.9

4551.0

4240.9

2981.0

625.1

0.30295

2.74636

0.01784

0.37844

0.00000

0.00177

78

112

96

41

57

13

122.0

38.1

87.0

81.1

57.0

11.9

15.84978

143.68215

0.93353

19.79903

0.00001

0.09275

6503

2029

4638

4322

3038

637

Pearson Chi-Square = 183.805

DF = 5

397

21167

P-Value = 0.000
Figure 3

When I approached a data management / computer science colleague about the use of Chi-Square in
auditing and fraud detection, he was amazed at the application of this tool to these purposes. He was
excited to try it.

Audit Tools

The purpose of this article is not to convert you into a statistical guru or Minitab® expert; however, I
hope it has introduced you to some common statistical tools in some uncommon audit approaches which
you can utilize. Use of Chi-Square has simplified the process of sifting through large data sets, and
calculating percentages in order to identify the significant differences.
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The Anatomy of an Audit Part 2 Fieldwork
By Kingsley Bye

A

fter planning, audit fieldwork can start. The audit team is delegated specific tests to
perform and the fieldwork commences. Fieldwork involves gathering evidence to
perform audit procedures. All team members should know and understand their
assigned tasks, time allocated by task or project and applicable client (auditee) contacts.

waiting for the client or
auditee, and these delays
should be monitored and
addressed to minimize
disruption.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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Audit Procedures
The auditor will perform procedures based on the type of audit and work scheduled. There
are various types of fieldwork that can be performed. These procedures include:
•

Data analytics of the entire population of data being tested. Analysis should actually be
performed before the audit starts and is used as a way of selecting the sample to be tested.

•

Observation of the situation or the environment being audited looking for gaps or
weaknesses in the existing policies, procedures, or structure.

•

Inquiry with employees and management on what is actually happening as opposed to
what should be happening.

•

Detailed or substantive testing whereby a sample of documents or transactions is selected
and tested for attributes, mainly for validity, accuracy and completeness.

•

Control testing of processes or procedures performed by the client that may include
authorization, review, information processing, physical security, segregation of duties, etc.

•

Application testing of transactions to determine whether the system controls are working.
Positive testing determines if an application is working as expected, while negative testing
attempts to execute a transaction that shouldn’t be allowed. If the transaction goes
through, then the control or system control is not working properly.

Documentation
It is vitally important to ensure that tests are properly documented in the workpapers and that
supporting documents are retained. All workpapers and supporting documentation should be
referenced to the audit program to ensure all audit tasks were completed. The supporting
documents should include evidence of testing and all exceptions or findings raised. The audit
file should be structured in such a way that anyone can pick up the file and understand the
work that was performed.
This concludes the second installment on the anatomy of an audit. We will continue with
monitoring and supervision, wrapping up the audit, handling queries, reporting and
finalization in the next article.
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Most delays come from

Gathering Evidence
Planning is so important to ensure that all documents, reports, information and employees are
available during the audit. The work should be performed in sequence per the audit program
to help prevent delays in performing the audit. Unfortunately, in reality there is often
pushback from the auditee or employee(s) being audited. These stoppages must be cleared up
without delay. If the auditee does not cooperate, then the auditor should escalate to their
superior to resolve the issue. Most delays come from waiting for the client or auditee, and these
delays should be monitored and addressed to minimize disruption. If these delays are not
properly managed, the auditor will start several cycles or tests without completing them. This
situation creates a mass of incomplete cycles, causes a backlog of workpapers for the reviewer,
and prevents timely completion of audit work.

What is the ACUA Risk Dictionary?
The ACUA Risk Dictionary is a comprehensive database of
risks and their associated controls for areas specific to
higher education. Higher Education audit departments can
use the risk dictionary for identification of an audit
universe specific to higher education which can be used
for performing their annual risk assessments and
preparing their annual audit plan.

The ACUA Risk Dictionary can also be used to prepare project level risk assessments for areas such as:
- NCAA Compliance
- Student Financial Aid
- Export Controls
- Research Compliance and many more!
After having identified the risks for your audit project, the ACUA Risk Dictionary contains the
associated controls which can then be used to prepare an audit program to test whether the proper
controls exist.

Is the ACUA Risk Dictionary for YOU?
Business officers, risk officers, compliance officers and other higher education leadership can use the
ACUA Risk Dictionary to provide a comprehensive list of areas that could likely need their attention.
For someone new to their position or new to higher education, the ACUA Risk Dictionary will be
especially beneficial in identifying not only broad areas where inherent risks are common, but also
specific risks within those areas and their associated controls.
In the absence of a formal risk management structure, the ACUA Risk Dictionary provides a concrete
and comprehensive starting point for identifying, evaluating, and managing risks across the
organization.
The ACUA Risk Dictionary is available for FREE as a benefit of ACUA membership or by subscription to
non-members.
Please contact the ACUA Executive Office at acua-info@kellencompany.com, call 913.222.8663 or
visit theACUA Store on ACUA’s website www.acua.org for more information.
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Have you seen all of the new conversations
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Your fellow ACUA colleagues are finding it
to be a user-friendly resource in which to share
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• Receive input, exchange ideas, and share expertise,
directly from your email or from the Connect ACUA
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• Stay aware of higher education hot topics, news,
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• Access and share files in the Connect ACUA Library
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